There are several interesting conjectures concerning the Whitney numbers of geometric lattices. Foremost among these is the unimodality conjecture of G.-C. Rota which asserts that W . > min|VV., W,\ whenever /' < /' < k.
This is known to be true for partition lattices [9] , til]. Another conjecture asserts that W. < W ■ whenever k .< r. 2 in a geometric lattice of rank r.
This would imply that IV < IV, < W2 < • • • < Wr ,^\ (by applying the above conjecture to truncations of the lattice). All of these conjectures are valid for geometric lattices with at most eight points [2] and "perfect matroid designs" [13] .
In [l] , Kelly and Basterfield proved that W. < W _ . for geometric lattices of rank r. Another proof is given by C. Greene [7] who added the result that IV. = Wr-1 holds if and only if the lattice is modular, and also gave several results concerning the matching of the points into the copoints.
A third proof, by entirely different techniques, is given by Greene in [8] .
In this note we prove that IV, + IV, be found in [3] or [4] . 3. A vector space. Given a finite lattice E, we introduce the free vector space VÍL) (over the rationals Q) generated by the lattice elements.
Formally, we may take V(E) to be the set of all mappings from E into Q, with the usual addition and scalar multiplication. (2) is established.
We now assume that equality holds in (2) for some k, 1 < k < r -2.
Then, evidently, the vectors \nij ):piy) > r -k\ form a basis for the sub- With k = 1 and a taken to be a point, we have the Corollary. In a finite geometric lattice of rank > 2, the number of lines {rank 2 lattice elements) on a given point plus the number of copoints not on that point cannot be less than the total number of points.
